HOW I JUDGE A LEARNER: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF MY
BIASED INTERPRETATIONS OF MY STUDENTS

All the events that I analyzed through this project took place in my placement classroom. I
worked with second graders and the work we did together in the classroom inspired the format
of my project. I chose a simple format to pay homage to my students. I wanted the project to be
something that they could see themselves doing. While the level of critique is beyond their current
capacity, I want them to feel they could do this. I want to model owning one’s bias and analyzing
the effects they have on oneself and others.
For this project I wanted to make clear the interpretations I had made about my student. To
articulate this in a visual format I chose to use stock images. While searching for stock images I
noticed a difference in the representation of students based on race. I decided that this would
be the perfect way to represent the bias I analyze throughout the project. I also chose to include
language about students that I would normally never want to admit. The purpose of this project
was for me to critically analyze my own behaviors and actions. To be true to this I chose to include
this harsh language. It also represents the language that teachers and administrators use when
talking to one another about students.
I wanted to represent how my interpretations hindered my ability to see my students as anything
other than the title I gave them. The way I chose to depict this visual was by covering their eyes
with the title I gave them. The ability to still see their race and gender markers was important. By
only covering their eyes I could articulate how the initial visuals inform the label I gave to them.
Once I saw this, I realized just how powerful these labels were. I knew they were informed by
thinking but I never thought about the extent to which they harmed my students until I saw the
titles plastered over their eyes.
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For this project I wanted to use the space to develop a critique of my own behaviors and actions.
The most difficult part of this process was letting myself be vulnerable. Having to not only admit
but analyze places where I had caused harm was difficult. At the back of my mind there was the
thought that I did not have to do this. I could choose another route, or I could hold back on what
felt like incriminating details. However, my goal to earn the title of culturally responsive teacher
requires me to do this type of cultural work. My education has taught me that resistance to this
process is not only common but expected. Engaging with this discomfort is how I make change;
thus I devoted my time and energy into this space.

